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SAFETY OF POLIO VACCINE ENDORSED
Prominent
Layman Dies
On Wednesday

Powless Drops
From Tournament

Scout Lodge Building Is Complete ,

Red Chief Loses
Job As Airman
Flies To Allies

Top Panel Of Scientists
Recommend Program Continue

CHAPEL HILL, N. C. — John
Powless of Murray State College
SEOUL. Korea. June23 MR -was forced to drop out of the Red North Korea's
air norce chief
Nat.onal Collegiate Tennis Cham- lost his job because
one of hie
WASHINGTON aP — A panel continue its support of the vaccine
pionships hare Wednesday because pilots flew a
Russian-built MIG
of top polio scientists endenaed 8 program under rigid new safety
of an arm injury. At the time, here for a $100.0.00
reward in 1953,
Mr. Emmett Holland. age 87,
to 3 today the safety of the Salk standards which it put into effect
he was trailing (bird-seeded Jac- ia was learned today.
passed awaav last night at
vaccine and recommended that the several weeks ago.
10:00 ques Grigry of Southern Califorolalock at the Murray Hospital.'
nationwide
inoculation
The Communists replaced him
program
In the final voting, four scientists
nia. 8-0, 3-2.
nein Holland has been one
continue.
With a Russian citizen.
of
on the panel abstained. One of
Murray's outstanding citizens
The vote was taken before a these waS Dr Jonas E. Salk whose
fah
many years. He was a merchant
The United States learned from
House
Commerce :subcommittee. enthusiasm for the vaccine he dehighly reliable South Korean
here for a number of years
Thus, a majority of the nation's veloped is no secret.
air
in
;the firm of Holland
force sources' that these farts were
top polio experts rejected ,the recMercantile
The panel also voted.unanimousrevealed to American intelligence
Store.
ommendation of three prominent ly in favor of replacing the Maofficers by Capt Lee Woon Young.
He was known as an outstanding
autherities that production arid use honey virus now used in the Salk
who flew to freedom here Tuesday
Christian layman and far many
FRANCHBURG, June 23
of Salk vaccine be halted until It formula with a safer and more
—
in their Russian-bulit MIG.
years of his life, gave heavily A. B. Chandler headed into
can be made "safer."
easteffective strain when it can be
to the church. He made large ern Kentucky today, after
The eight experts eating in favOr discovered and proved.
a tour
The sources said !Capt. Lee discontributions to the First Baptist through the northern part of
of the vaccine included Dr James
the closed that Wang Yun,
Dr. Albert B Sidain famed Cinformer
algurch, of which he was a mem- state in which he made
A. Shanon of the National Insti- cinnati scientist, led the fight for
it plain head of the
North Korean air
ber, during the initial building he 'Wends to make full use
tutes of Health who represented a temporary halt in- the vaccine
of force, was demoted
to major genalleged conditions at LaGrange
program.
the...public Health Service at the program He said some children
eral and vice commander after
Mr Holland lived with his sister State Reformatory as an Issue
unique
roundtable
congressional should not be asked to run the
risk
"Miss Minnie" Martin at the old in his campaign for the Democrati Noh Keun Suk piloted his MIG
hearing
c to Kimpa Air Base
of getting polio because el unsafe
Sept. 21.
ihomeplsce where the Memorial gubernatoorial nomination
Dr. Shannon's stand made ,it vaccine for the protection of a
tiaPiist Church now stands
Chandler was scheduled for a 1953.
clear that the government will large number,
He
was a charter mernber of that speech here this afternoon, and
proh collected $100.000 from the
Dr Joba kr. Enders, sometimes
one at Paintsville tonight.
church.
United States as the reward Gen.
calledAhe dee of American polio
At Flerningsburg Wednesday, he Mark Clark
Mr. Holland was the person seloffered to any Red
investierators. and
Dr.
William
ected by Mrs H B. Taylor. to charged that conditions at La- pilot who delivered
a MIG to the
McD Hammond of Salk's own Uni"veil the partiat of her husband Grange were ''even mere deplorable United
Natic.ns command. The
versity of Pittsburgh, sided with
igrro H B Taylor. in • ceremony and unbelievable." than he
had United State-. wanted the Russian
Sabin.
at the First Baptist Church, several described them in an earlier CAM- plane for study.
The lineun on the other side of
years ago Br' Taylor • was pastor psign speech
the issue also was impressive. In
Capt.
Lee
of the church for 34 years
revealed that the new
He also branaed a statement by
addition . to Shannon there Were
Mr. Holland's primary interest Gov Lawrence W. Wetherby on head cf the North Korean air
experts as Drs. Thomas
such
force
is
Lt. Gen ,Han II Moo, forwas in living • Christian life and the administration stand on edFrancis, Jr.. of the University of
ucation as "deception, subterfuge mer high-ranking officer in the.
in missicn work of the church.
Michigan: Thomas M. Rivers. Of
North Korean navy and a citizen
, The only close relative is Jack and misrepresentatian "
Ity UNITED PRESS
the Plati.•nst EcunciatIpn for InfanDycus of Georgetown. .1‘entueley.
Chandler. bu-king the administ- of Soviet Ruasi•
A battle between biking sum- tile Paralysis; New Jersey Health
a nephew. .
raticnrin his bid for the Democratic
'Paducah. June 2iird
One of the of their own. Here they can discuss mer heat and a Canadian cool Co
Panic!
"
Bergsma;
• us•
Questionilliag of the two defectors
Funeral arrangements are tricorn- nomination, charged that whisk,
west complete structures for any caviar-was. problems awe- rime front spread rain and thunderreveated that Lee' cempanian. Lt.
JaIllainaall
.af
at the present time. Friends still can be bought at the reformBoy
out Camo in the United up with the best solution for the storms over much of the nation's Act emy of Pediatrics: arid Joseph
Lee - Enii Sung.'pulled a pistol on
may call at the Max H. Churchill atcry for $8 a pint and he said
States has bera plonned lat. the entire Council."
psterri two thirds today.
E Smsdel of the Army's Walter
the captain in the cockpit 'of the
Funeral Home until the funeral marijuana is sold in tobacco sacks
Central Lodge Building at the
A band of thunderstorms stret- Reed Medical Center here
plane a n4 „tr,.id
.
him to turn back
' The frst floor of the building
for $5.
hour.
Four Rivers, Boy Scout Reservation
ched from northern TeXaS into the
Sabin, one of three polio expert*
to North 'Itorea.•
will be used to house, equipment
He said the LaGrange prison
on Kentucky Lgke in Marahall
Ohio Valley. while to the north calling for • halt in the list of
1
and
stare
camp
items
was -built during his administranot
.ieed,,d
ROK air force :WIMPS said the
County The plans far this linildine
tempercitirec Salk vaccine until it is rood.
when the camp is not in fell cooler air drooped
tion as governor and it was a captain cenvineed his fellow pilot
end all the act:vitae-3
about six degrees in the ration's "safer." spike out at a "round
wal use. This area .an
mcdel for the entire United States. that he was not flying back tc
later be develtake place there have :seecentral portion and as much as 20 table- hearing on the vaccipe
. (Ho- I aped into
a full scale mess hall
He charged that the present ad- Communist North Korea and that
fully cons.dered for over a year
bet are a House Commerce subcom1
if
it is deemed necessary 'by toe deerees in the Northwest_
ministration has allowed it Ii the sleek two.seat plane would
by VP Camp De•,,cluprnew Com.
But a heat wave was atilt in mittee.
Executive Cemmittee. It will
The Board of Directors of the nottee headed
deteritrate
crash if he was shot
C A Robertson
Government officials indicated
Mrs Dora May Cochran, Home
minate the building of separate rommand arras the Rockies and
Administration officials. includ"If You kill me. you'll die, to"." Murray Country club met June
Ormonstration
Agent
I storage fa -Woes frtr canoes. boats, plateau reeion. 1.ittle relief was the public health service will con_
of
Adair ing Wetherby. have . charged
Much
study
22nd
to
discuss
was
mark
of
further
similar
f
that the captain was quoted as telling
it Ptinue to support the vaccine proCounty was named one If the •
buildings in other areas and' re- itentage and the *like. A mu a exreeted tertiav after the Mercury
ments of the oreanizatian.
principal fault of the prison is the lieutenant.
hit lig at Thermal and T1 Centro. gram despite the dissenting views
two Kentucky agents to eveetve
closer
check
gins
caA
It
kept
be
and
of
that .t was auilt with dormitaries
was
it
decided
was
:h.,
deiiairoi
that
in
the contract
tha
The captain said it was not untit
Dr. James A Shannon, associate
(-all. and Gila Bend. Ariz. and
National recognition for distinguiih- instead of
for the well should be let as soon Interest of economy and c-inser- equ:pment whi:ili is used outsido
cells. They claim Chan. they were cater triehon that
director of the National Institutes
the
cd service for 1955
%a:lion to consolidate many build- land tr.u:.h excesaiva damage arid Irl at Hanksville. Utah, 1.Yednes•
ss practical
dler himralf insisted on that sys- lieutenant changed
his mind and
of Health told the committee that
Mrs. Cachran was recognized at tem.
Mr. P."-al Paddock ef Oklahoma, tea into imc in this tiro. Central unnecessary wear can be prevent- day
decid ri tii defect
the meeting of the Kentucky Ar
The sharply centrasting weather ithe government's vaccine cleared.
City, a nationally known swimming I Lodre The building is
,
be con-iodation of Home Demonstration
Wednesday included a tornado ance committee will meet in the
plot contra-ter. met W;th the structed of rative slone sad wood
The'tCafhpa.gn. now underWay. near Marks. Miss, a postman's nest 24 tea 48 hours to decide
Agents, which was held Joint
board to discuss the construction
The second stems- of tha structure ta raise the necessary funds t . beat stroke death in Los Angeles. whether • number of new lots of
4-H Week at Lexington recentIJ.
Delegation
of a pool. it
the decialon;
vaccine can be released. Industry
ccmplete and maintain the Four and "tar thick" fotteerthic
In October. she will go to Seattle.
h caused
of the board that with some free will house the off.-ea far the
es believed the amount could
camp w:th their eclair:merit for Rivers Scent Reservation has heal- a near disaster in Boeton Harbor sour,
lashington. where she will 'relahrr ana free use of equipment
keeping records, •110-sting camp quarters located at 126 South 4111
ve national recnienttion ot
At Boston, a eaptain was credit- lse sizable
available, the pool could be built
sites. etc. There will alsa be A Street. Paducah. W. F. FoCe:'. ed with averting a "major disasconvention rf the National Humfor less than WAS the contra -t I
romminsary rn this flu
Demanstraton Agents Associatim
with President of lh.. Merit Cloth .ii.! ter" when he deliberately groundoffered by Mr Padderk
facilithat to simple the loaf service Company. in Mayfield, is Gem ri.--: ''I an excursion host loaded
Mrs Cochran will be rememb•-wDES MOINES. Iowa. June 23 RP delegation would
with
It .9s stated by a member of
be glad ta help
one thinks f or a eommissory Chairman fi r the drier
ed in Murray where her husband --- The 12 Arne-icon
272 nersons aftee it struck a sobthe
that it is felt that a
farm experts them out ever there," he
said
Refrigeration equipment. tables and
J T Cochran V/fli county agent who will
merged object in the foggy harswimming pool and „ elf course
make an agrieultuaal 1 Anther Iewano
farmer Herbect
chairs, ire cream and e..!
f r some time. Both Were relive tou- of Russia
bor
dr'nk
could be started at this time and
'his summer are W Pike of Whiting. said
he's more
dispensing equipment. and lisplay
in the First Methratis: Churcn of ready and
NEW HAVEN. Jaee 23 IP —
Elsewhere
in the
the club house very soon. A meetNortheas',
willing 'to pick ui interested in learning
from the
cases for Scout pi.eipherral4
7kturray Mrs. Cochran is a •ister 'some pointers
more fog caused cancellation Of Administration carnet cis te Beet T.
ing of all members 1111 be held
from the Cernman- Russians than In showing
Clan
off his
be In this area. It will biof Mrs William Jeffsey. While in iat
sis airline flights between New Combs Was touring the higher's'',
on July 6th at 8:30 pm. to discuss
own skill.
• plate In the center of 'loin -7,
Miiiiiay the popular c.uple lived an
York and New England points and and byways of the 4th Cengreisthe appropriations to these pro"It's
a
theory
of
mine
that when
where Scouts en the Poseiea,i,n
Some of the la trea said today
Sixth strrel
;i tornado alert was posted for alone! District again today in his
any farmer visits with )notaer jects.
can take their families for visitc.
.ii basis of the award recelv id that the exchange t-ips ef Amerithe Vermont area where President ouest ter the Demnoratie gubernaCharter memberships will be
farmer, they learn from each
refreshments and activities durine
by Mrs. Cochran includes: organia- can and Russian form specialists
torial nominatink after a television
Eisenhower is visiting.
available
until
August
1st,
other."
and
Pike
said. "I've been tryinclement, weather, Adequately furatiortal ability and activities, pro- 'may smsek a little of prapaganappearance in Lodisville Wednesday
a
after
President
that
date
and
all
The
hi
prosperti
s
staff.
ve
ing
to
push
-the tips of agriraltural
nished. It will provide a place
fessional attitudes and self-imp oivestaring at Chittenden. Vt.. showed night
; da.
pew:widen in which farmer talks to members will be taken in as out- for visitor's
11 ment. interest and participat
comfort, and, at the
ioa ii
Rut they were eager to examine farmer.•
Combs anneared ell the TV show
ha i concern for the twister warnlined
'he
in
By-laws.
instead of professor talks
'same time he accessible to the
ohirch and civic work and the Russian farming methods
with
Louiwille
Mayor Andrew
ing which was later lifted.
with Nan to farmer."
demonsiteatkin and swinim:rig cress
develcpment and expansion oP "- eye to improving their
The annual 4-H Club Camp hoh
own errOs
The heat meanwhile. stretched Broaddus, Jefferson County Judae
Personal Reason
as well as the amphitheatre and will be held at Dawson Sa;
tension prograrns.
to the Pacific Coast, where a Los Bertram Van Aradale, and aheriff
And they also hoped that "farmRelph Olsen of Ellsworth. tows.
July 11-16 is just aniria,l the
nen-denominational chapel,
Angeles postman collapsed and Bruce Hoblitzell `
er to farmer" talks might contri- also had • personal reason
Onc
'cf
the ra-st impontant,rooma corner.
NOTICE
Earlier in the (Om at Mount
bute a little toward; easing East- wanting a lock at Russia's farm
died of a heat stroke on his route.
,
the
in
entire camp aid be built The 4-H lairs and eir`e f_ 'to
dtWOW CAMP 592 'which normally West
Eden in Spencer County. Combs
tensions.
Olsen.
visiting
in
Chicago.
said
iNets the fourth Thursday of fact
MORGANTowN. W. Va.. Zane into the sccond floor. This is where !Marshall end Graves Co .eta
had pictured his oreponent. A. B.
The names of 10 of the 12 he wanted to see just *haw
m with has been postponed unti
[22
Mararantown's insurauce the hundrens of volunteer men ;camp with the club members iioni
handler. as a magician who would
Americans who wild make the modern" Rus=ian agricultur
e
is beani women. who 'are the life Calloway 'County. Calloway
next Thur.iday night.,'June 30th.
!
I lead prelate to believe he eon
July 15 to Aug. 15 jaunt were cause he himself has gone frem agencits filed notice Tuesday thea'
Intend to atpeal a court decision blocd of the Scouting program, con send aimrsximately sixty 4 941, memspend 4.5 million dollars in state
announ-nd
in
Washington
late horse operation to complete meehassemble tram throughout the Celan- bers. Groves and Marrl.a11
.e
-- funds without raising taxes
Wednesday. The names of the aniaation on his 980-acre hee-cattle which held that they must pay
cil area for training classes end Send as:proximately one hunclrei- Wednesday's complete record
a city licensing tax. .
He said Chandler stands before
folother two were withheld for the farm
lows:
The companies said they woula exper i men la! seasions. Voluuteer forty (140' 4-Wens whi-t,
the people of Kentarkv and tells
time being because the agriculture
D Gale Johnson. 38. said he
;leadersh
ip
for
for
Scouting
a
the
trial
take
program
Adult
the
of
Beds
case
two
hunda
"to the state Su1 t2'.00
them he will accomplish miracles,
60
denartment had not vet received wanted to diseaver how mach
is only as Flicr.essful as the trairing members atten&ng •
preme Ccurt and federal caarts
Emergency Beds
hut the miracles are only parlor
29
official word of their acceptan-e.
Communist colleetivizatio• ha= dale
'")
i which these devoted, unselffah peoCsmn will begin MI,"f13'.: 11 mnecessary."
Patients
Admitted
tricks.
2
The Americans' trip to Russia to FolV^ Russia's "age-old" &rekniple
get.
Al
Hughes.
ing
and
Scout
Circuit Judge Don J. Ella oriel
Execuend Saturday mairciana.
Patients Dismissed ..
Condi, said the anti - adminis2
will coincida with a mcnth-tone t-weal preblents
New CI,'7erl.
last Thursday that the acencice tive. said. In the past, it has An outstanding rroeram has beer.
tration tandidate pretends he will
1
tour of U.S. farmlands by a Soviet
Another Iowan officially annciinmust pay the ileerisine
are. set not been possible to hold council planned. It includes swanrieng, Patients admitted from Monday get rid of all State workers by
delegation.
tied as making the trip was Charles
wide
training
sessions
foe these nature titular. crafts. venieri. Isfo!ie 4:00 P. M. to Wednesday 11:00 some sleight-of-hand trick
up in a 1950 city ordnenc.. in all
Stemmed From Editorial
J. Hearst of C.:adar Falls. In
ivolunteers because there was no games, singing, rook-eut, and dos- A. M.
interstate btusiness.
have no plans for
The idea to let Russians have '
a Malan, Iowa. Rep. Henry O.
'apace
available
frr tham all to ses in swimming, electricity. cc stun, Mrs. Mary SLISAn Cross. llentOTI. rabbits Pip of hats." Combspulling
Under 'the *one ner cent !ev9
By I 'l1 I'll Pitta's
conlook at American farming methods Tolle said in Wash:ninon that John
assemble
at once. In the new lodge, and leithereraft. There -**iiS at"' Ky Master Ronald Dale
on Iromicanee premiums, the agenSouthwest Kentucky
Darnell. tinued. "hat I hive .inlet you hien
Rather while U.S. farmers tour Russ:a Merton Steddom of Polk
City was cies would owe
the city about this will all be taken can: re be a husiter safety course. whirit Rt. 3. Renton. Ky
cloudy and • few scattered showers stemmed from an editorial In the included.
Mrs Lather as honestly as I know how what
include the. prober
$90
.
.000, retroactive to 1950. and with the Leader's Training Room.
or punni..905 Poplar Si, Murray. Ky.:
or thunderstorms today and to- Des Moines Restister and Tribune
hone von and 1 can accomplish,
Others who will Rh to Russia
This room will be equipped v.-th of firearms. Campers
would be assessed apoJt al4.000
night. High today 88, low tonight Appropriately, the writer of
may hay' Mrs. Si,f Jobs. Rt, 6. Murray, /CY.: for Kentucky in the next four
the are W. V lambert.
Neb, annually.
all
'latest
the
equipmen
whi:•11,an
t
'their
y
etvi.e
of
Mrs
crafts,
(-tastes
Cecil
ana
Walker,
Friday. partly cloudy with editcrial was one of the 12 Ameri- clean of the College
501 Pine St. years."
65
of Agriculture
well organized elsssroom has,
other setts/idea.
Murray, Ky.: Miss -Edith Lovett.
mrderate temperatures.
The former Court of Appeals
cans. named to make the trip to and director of the experiment
iere wi71 be ens-e ter
Camn will he under the toteS
8th.
St. Murray. KY: Mri. judge vislted mor3 than 15 comRussia,
station and extension service of the
THINGS ARE QUIET
screens and P"cfes't0rF to "3"
!vision
of
directors,
rullan
adult
Helley and baby girl. Rt. munities in Spepeer and Shelby
Kentucky Weather Summary
Editorial page editor Lauren K. University of Nebraska: Asa V
city Police reported today that film strip and slid'- in three 1,oa- e:minty Find home agents.
3. Puryear, Tenn : Mr
telt northwesterly aOnlis with Soth said he threw cut the idea Clark, Pullman.
Charles, Counties on a eisy - lane sand Wash.,
wheat nothing of interest has !simpered riona. Hirehes. in .tiaving tribao•
sit
reinter
Mina
ssfety cnra • roan Mannar. RI I. Murray. KY.: Mr. shaking tour
moderate - humidities today and after Soviet killers had publidy farmer: and Ferris S. Owen,
New- in that dopartment of the city the volunteer leadels said. cTlo ihe under direct ,supervisi
on 4 train- reek Magness. 109 S 5th. St..
Friday. Saturday outlook, a few bemoaned
He described his campaign as
Russia's
agricultural ark. Ohio. vice-president of tha this weok 'Everythine Is quiet" beve worked under very cacti
ed persons. A dietition
plan• Mayfield.
: Mrs Roy Roaiwrieht, one .sf "good will" and charged
light showers with little change in troubles.
Ohl' Farm fillreall Federation.
said City Judge Bob McCinston.
difficulties in the past. hoiaina and prepare all the meals. I
Rt. 3. Murray KY : Mr Emmitt that his opponent was impelled by
temperature.
"I figured the legi-al answer
The other two were John M
All police are on duty and meetings in small aromas. v:helievor
Only those members who have Holland, 300 S. ath St.. Murray. "a desire for !Teener":
Wednesday's highs — Bowling would be to propose that
they come Ja-obs, Phoenix. Ariz., farmer. and making their normal rounds, how- they could beg, or barrow n,. I completed a pr.deet
this year tir Ky.; Mrs John Stout and baby
Cembs was scheduled tn talk at
Green 88. London 87, Paducah 88. here and see how the .experhe do J. M. Kleiner, Nampa.
Ida., clislci- ever little has Occurred out of the apace. With the completion of tilts have one up to date
will be eligible bat. Dover. Tenn.: Mr William •ffew Hjsven. Buffalo and Magnolia
it in Iowa and that the Iowa butor of agriculture products.
ard Pikeville 90.
way, they said.
new Lodge. they will have a place)to attend:
McGregor. Tit 2, Benton. Ky.
today.

Chandler Uses
LaGrange Issue

Battle On
Between Heat,
119tiadian Air -

Contract For
Well To Be
Let By Club

Former Murrayan
Receives High Honor
In Her Vocation
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Ready
• To Make
Tour Of Russian Farms
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Combs Confesses
He's No Magician

4-H Meeting

1To Be Held
I July 11-16
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gIghit ta remit aay Agessettaing Letters to Gm Iditor,
Si /tublike Voice ling voltlek la our opinion are not toe the beet
Istaress Of our resit**
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All (

YB
RO.

, Yogi Bert-a arid center fielder
By STEVE SNMtEll •
N AT1ONAL
I Mickey Mantle of the Yankees
WALLACK WITMIM OD.. 13111
United Press Sport' Helier
Monaca Metnphia, Tann MO Park Ave, New Tort: IN N bliehigon
NEW YORK fin - There'll be I continue tc be popular vote-getters
Am... Mileage;N Bolyston St. Boston.
some drank' changes .in the All- !but second baseman Bobby AvIla
!Star teams this sear unless sore of the )ndlans faces a tussle
tittered at the Pam Wise. Murray, Menrucky, for it aosmt•slos Si
I ot the alder hands close with 'a I for his starting job oiteunst former
Second Clam blotter
/41-Star Nelson Fox of the White
I rush
,
,
Only six of San ytieri ltl. Poi,
Murray,
ST.TIMSCIUME-10111 *ATM& My Cerrito In
lIsr week 13c huR
ors. eiccluSive I of jpo oei•F'. ale 1 all be no great serlarIse it au
month Ilk. Is Callaway asd eille'elng osontteilk Oar rear $lIsk obw
vored to repeat in 1.e 441 hf . the -den/Idling champixu" runic
wham 911
tans to pesk the All-Star lineups. through at those positions but eeseNewcomers or comehaexers from where ICS ii dilterent story.
Five National League atarters of
Other years threaten to grab Lve
THURSDAY. JUNE 23.195
a year apt -re trailing performlefoltions Ili each league with their
Isharp -perIarmances through the- i ahee-wise and may sit this one Out.
!The list includes Gran Hamner of
fist one-third of the season.
.Beat bap to repeats ui so., Na- 1 the Philbes. Ray Jabionsikj of the
t14- nal League are catcher R -,!.' Nedlegs, Al Dark of the Giants,
lasielaer and Times File
Campanella and cetipterfielder Doke Jaokie Robinson of the Dodgers
Jamie 23, 1950
Snider of Brooklyn with thunder- and perhaps MUsOil although what's
an All-Star lineup without Stan
I LI4S Ted Klaszewski of the li.rcilega
Chitties Waldrop of Murray defeated Claude Guthrie I a possibility to win out over Stan the Man'
Red Schoeend,est of the Car .0 la s
pf Louisville for the office of State Treasurer of Boys Musial of the Cardinals at first
has been out-pwdortnang all secind
State in an election held Tuesday. Gene Hendon. the'base Mane made It in right field
baseeneu in the latague, Johnny
other boy from Murray up for nomination, last out to laSt year.
Logan s. 1 Ow Itraves is oil cgs
And Maatle remoter
Serra
Superinof
office
Hopkinsville
the
for
Robert Davis af
In the Ani.o-ovin
5sgurocoh r a better year wan Dark anis
tendent of RuPlic littlruction.
Mathews is ir rving up rapidly
W. B. Moser hat returned from Lexington where he
among third be email since returnattended a workshop on "Moral and Spiritual Valuesbi ing. from an or ream. nob Slmiat
'of the 'Subs I! LW -lotting all lei
which was held at tie University of Kentucky last week.
' fielders and 'Ain . Weller 4 the
Miss Anne Wilsati Blanton became the bride of WilI
;Giants LS the co - . it class arn in;
liam Franklin ('roaWy. Jr., in a brilliant ceremony Mon!right fielders.
.
day evening at the FIrst Methodist Church in Paris. Tenn.
It. noioh the a me situation in
Both Mr. and Mrs. Crosswy are well known in Mur, the American 1 ngui where 1934
ray.
latarters Al Haan of the Indians,
At four o'clock Sunday afternoon. June 18th in the
j Rey Boone of die 'fillets, Minnie
Miss
Evelyn Dell Cain..
First Baptist Church' of Murray,
coCha
Nlinoso and
Cariasquel of
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. t). t. Cain. Sr.. of KirkseY•
the WhIte Sox and Rank Hauer of
Use Yankees have been belaying
became the bride of Mr. Alvis Jones, .on of Mrs. Pearl
0 fast-starters an
i second-fiddle
Jones and the late T. A. Jones of Murray.
'other ch be
The couple will make their home la Fulton where
IL- gays Ahead
Mr. Jones is employed.
11sen ma se it as a first baqeMiss Joan Bartell is spending the summer with her
man last year but this seawin
Parents. ..Mr.. a‘cl Mrs. J. C. Han-ell and attending MurH locks axe a DOM between
ray -State Colt41.
Mickey i arrion of th:r Senators
wer of the Athietsea
and
BoyS of tree Tigers—
The K-_
brea
shoitstop 'iervey Kuenn and right
fieldsa- P..' Kaline—are the lootsos.
bits of property in the league
right ip v at their potations while
of the As or Cleorse
Kel, i • the Wrote Sox figure
.. ,,I-a e Boone at th rd base
For net field Minot.° picked up
a lot of early octet but he was
laitiir • only a slow 346 when he
was ajured and don't be surprised
Id a (elk w named Theodore Wilollin . is the startiir out there
..h n .....ey get together for the
.0,tiarlblf8-ye:-t atIOW at 114111wanke. Ju'y 12.

lila

1
l

Five Years Ago Today

'Miss New

vie Pt

Hams' Beef Range
'Restored by Reseeding

Jan V. ,gan

1
1

Mi

Da.
Rol
We
Hui
wad

WI

Thi• rat e•oii e•ideaso• of wall-inasaged resealed o • too,

.44 r•

Poor crop and res.-064 with itheargrase for soring and 0.'
high goodiea stood of rnerlisous erases, 1 pound of nutrit,
grasses is Teiding 3 or III times 71111Apee 1,,veretelover. and
as mutts beef per sere es 44t1'e ad product,ve switchgraka Os
•
rang. at USDA'a Southern CO real acre Add two pounds of mixed
Plain& rie:s Station. Woadoird Isitiesseens and kit pound of said
OlOahoena
:megrass for sandy soils On
Well-•dapted /resisted in effec- hoavy soils, make it 1 pound of
tive seeding plan asill
,absent buffalograss instead
'
wood control are 'Win crodst r
Among the recommended
restoration of um typical Groot
sewn alone. sand loveMaim rangeails was the leader rine!. an 8gr•
In the MOGI. IliJCV111f1.11 plan at
year
period
of corriparisoa
Woodward • prepar tory crop c,f
sorghum was tiows-Milled about ' One of the oetter experirrental
July
The sorghum ass razed mixtures-- blue grams. side-uats
or cut for hay. largely payslips for (tame. western wheatgrass. and
reseed,og The g
were Texas bluegrass -- Yielded an
seeded early the following spring aver•ge moat of fr
in beef
on the firma seeillial 4 the Nub- gain per acre Altnough sand
Die field — protected by the u. lovegrass alone was snore profitable during part of the seayan.
disturbed eargiturn
Among the grass mixtores it failed to provide the sustained
grazing
of the mixture Welltested. one stood out as best for
the Boil and climate In the south - managed native range returned a
•re plains area, most dopendsble profit of $4 15 us beef gain per
tor season long production and Sri, ,
most Weeny to previa* a well
Buffalograss was included in
baianeed daet three* the Y6ar the nurture for heavy soils
This cos:lusted of 2 pounds e•ch of, Alone. however, it failed to live
blue grams and sideotats grains. up to its farms for forage and
1 pound of cool weadser western; beef prod . • ,

es

MI

Bill
Gal
Wc
Thi
Kei

_

Notice Contractors

W(

=NMI

We have in tock specification fortis
which may he used in the construction -of home.
extra rooms, car ports, cabins, etc.
All you do is to just fill in the blanks.
c4ine in iind see these handy specification
forms. they OH save you time and effOrt.
Bound. vilth an attractive binder
will last much longer than the job actually
•
.
take,
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Star Applys
For Role
As Godiva
'
Major League.
Standings

1

I

emerge

Mlle

23, 4
455

wide.riesth • nee vAg." Sith
tied. "Bur Ott Trott' t trot(' 'Yea the
differ'-n..• between he Lghts and
lo.ic right
my ski ano itt
We .1.el the izetie over jr
0 •!
oat;ling suit..

SPORTS

IPUBLISHIMy ULDOLS & TOW PUBLISHING COMPANY. I.
Carmalltatlam tlid Me Murray Ledger. Th. Calloway Timm, and The
7 ot113-11•rald. October 111, MK mod La Watt Kentuckian, January
11.

PA

4

•

stsurteres• • liertratiti" or'LinlY
Godly& fits' It. Wirth '1114 long 'delete
of starr,ng in low-cut swashbuckling adveilturieji movies, and, low /
knnw
in Holly*Nikki. as sex-a -moil oietures.
Other beauties get sizzling cheesewie of blonrio
The t
cake publicity, but Odau -cen quiet!)
,
hair co v• isd Maureet. nuere or
. mote in those costumes
less, almost to her ankles. The rokealel
epics
wind was not blowing, that day.

By ALINE MOSBY
United Press Staff Corre.poadent
HOLLYWOOD •IP -- tf anybody's
interested. Maureen ()Hera applied
today for the job of riding around
New York wearing a horse and
four-foot-Log hair

Maureen is one mat the more
conservative rir,•ane_ose. the Plaster.
City But she surprisingly wants
to play I.ady Godly& in public
W. L. Pet. GB beCause, if course, she climbed
into that long wig for a motion
New York
44 23 657
picture, "Lady Gioctiva "
639 2
Chicago
39
Rut the stunt is Maureen's ides -Cleveland
39 26 600 4
not Univezsal - International StuDetroit
32 311 525 9
dlo's.
33 32 508 10
Boston
26 39 .381 18
Kansas City
"I don't think there's eleueh
, glamour and exploritation tor mov23 39 .371 18,
Washington
Baltimore
20 44 .313 22'S ies these days." she said -Exeerie
for Marilyn Monroe. Thank G
for her She was sorely
here
Games
Refused Some Stunts
New York 6 Kansas City 1
turned down a lot of
-I've
Boston 1-2 Detroit 7
stunts since 1 ...inne to Holly000d."
Chicago 3 Washington 0
she added. "bekuse they weren't
Cleveland 5 Baltimore 0
right for me or the picture.
'"I refused to get in a bull !,
ring in Mexico City- - for the
ovning of The Magnificent Matador' In Latin -enmities women
Chicago at Washington
Just du not wear pants and it
Kansas City at New York
In bull rings But • Lady God •
Detroit at Boston
is all right if handled in g ;al
Cleveland at Baltimore
-testes"
The 1:,,sh beauty has stone tab.
for that ride un a white li
through Gotham. The pictuie ip
Chicago at Boston, night
in New York In October. a Sri'
•
Kansas City at Baltimore. night
not suited to barebaek rides
Detroit at Washington. night
bare.
'
Cleveland at Ness York. night
"I might i`giie to weer irsotPtedti ;his up to my nose," she laue!
"And a hut water bottle wino:
saddle Earmuffs. maybe
Fee Celerity
W. L Pct GB
-And : would inso.1 tLat the ride
Brooklyn
48 16 750
be fled up to some trediensio•la
Chicago
36 30 545 13
charity. And preferably indoors
35 30 538 13's such as at Madison SWAIN. GUMilwaukee
New York
The wind, you knctiv—"
32 33 02
den
The day the rest-hatred star lePhiladelphia
29 34 410 18',
Cincinnati .
$33 4351$'4 ensi3t_•d Lady Godik a's hutcrinl
, tiude riot through Coventry for the
St Louis
Si 35 426 20,
was
21 44 323 27', movie the outdoor 'set at
Pittsburgh
closed
"Pust I wore fleoh-co cted tights

American League
22

Yesterday's

Today's Games

SOVIET FOREION MINISTER V. M. Molotov is shown qn arrival la
New York es route to the UN 10th anniversary sosalon In San
Francisco. Pehind him as he faces reporters is Gecirgt
Soviet tmbasaador to the U. S Molotov sent greetings to "Th•
people of the wonderful city of New York and all those In the
United States who favor tasting peace, international cooperation
and consolidation of friendship among natiOns." Thla 1, Ilia first
(rider/tattoisar Holosdpkoto)
visit to the U. S. Ct" I1

Tomorrow's Games

ANNOUNCEMENT

4

I desire 'to take this

National League

method. of formally announcing my .candidacy
for the offiCeiof omMonwealth Attorney of the
.Forty - Second Judicial
District, i the position I
have held by, appointmerit since the formation
of the district in June of
lpist year.. The JudiOal
District is composed ' of
the counties of Calloway,
Marshall and Livingston.

Yesterday's Games
Birauklyn 3 Chicago
Philadelphia 9 St. Louis II
Milwaukee 6 Pittsburgh 0
Nee* \cork 4 Cincinnati 3

•

GAMBLER'S SPECIAL
Breakfast Do: eciom varii-'ned :.n
the length of time it took me to
Open arid man the meats in the
coffee shop of a large Chicago
hotel.
. There, along with the usual
'one egg. any style With het or
bacon." was listed the "Gambler's
SpeciaL"

4 I afra nitive. of Cal- ,
loway County, the son of
Philadelphia at St. Lows, night
Albert and Helen Wells
Brooklyn at Chicago
Lassiter. My wife is the
former.
Movre
Tomorrow's Games
Windsor, the daughter of
Philadelphia at Cincinnati night
Mr. and
. V. E. WindBrooklyn at Milwaukee, night
I receivrrray:
of
sur
Pittsburgh at Chicago
James M. Lassiter
ed my grade and high
New York at St Louis. night
school education in the public schools 'in Murray
fa.d you know that there are
and I am a graduate of Murray State College and
several hundred thousand wo.
of the College of Law of the University of IChtucky.
all over the United States it
voninteer their services to theii
I served in the United States Army for four years
hospital'
(luring World War II. fifteen months of which time
The Murray Hospital needs the
rt,
help an auxiliary can provide
peanut. ter or oth. .
was in overseas service in the European Theater. I
DIANA DEUTSCH. 16. of Rog:.
13. lilt MILLLR
en,ng, Use pure vanilla and doubleAttend the first meeUng el the
Bureau
Heights, N.Y., is shown after she
Electrification
Farm
have
practiced law ill Murray since my graduation.
as
well
as
powder,
baking
acting
Murray' Hospital Auxiliary on T ieawas crowned "Miss New York
flesh shortenings and fats Baked
from
law
school in 1949. I was elected to the State
farm and borne freezers should be
day June 28 at 3 o'clock on the
of 1955.' She will represent the
thoroughly
cooled
be
should
kept filled the year sound to get the products
in
state in the annual "Miss Amer- ; lawn of the Murray Hospital.
Senate
1951 from the Third Senatorial DOriet
fieezer.
the
for
wrapping
before
economy
most %slue out of them in
ica" contest at Atlantic Citg,
Many heat-and•serse foods can
As you remove mesh.
pleasure
as a member of the Legislature -1e1 tbe
served
and
and
N. 3. in September. Diana's vitdi
Help the Murray Hospital organ- fruits and vegetables fill the space also be frozen successfully Among
statistics are: 5 ft. 6 inches. 124
ise an auxiliary by attending ..ne with pre-cooked foods, say home those to consider are creamed dishes, 1952 and 1954 segsions.
chicken a Is king, fish dishes, meet
pounds, green eyes, and meas- first meeting on Tuesday June 26 econornisii
loaves, meat balls, roast meats, poulI am a member of thc American Legion, Veterans
ures 36-23-36. She plans to be. a
It is suggested that farm women
at 3 o'clock on the Murray Morm:s1
spaghetti sauce.
fashion designer.(International) lawn.
set aside an occasional single baking try. Soon stew,
, of Foreign Wars, Rotary Club, Young Business
Men's Club of Murray, and am a Master Mason. .
ssiles
As a prazticine lawyer I am aware of the-responbsi Chan Day
sibilities of the office, and having served this-brief
Itime as Commonwealth Attorney, I am deeply conscious of the constant concern of every good citizen
of its importtince. I sincerely appreciate the opportunity which I have had to serve in this capacity for
the past year and am most appreciative for the
wholehearted' cooperation given ..to me and to the
Court by all of the officials and citizens of the three
counties of the district with whom I have worked
and come in tontact in carrying out the business of
the Court.'certainly I am most grateful for the many
public and private expressions of approval, confidence, encn,ltragement and support already extended
to me by those with whom I have been most closely
associated in this worl. and by other citizens throughout the district. If elecipl to remain as your Corn
monwealth Attorney, I Pledge to continue to give to
SAID . .."A peen:, girl eau *a the office my Lest efforts to the end that the criminal
EDITOR
111'EEKLY
irs LIKE ONE
makes you keep it."
, but frozen food is what
•I
laws will be enforces' impartially and without preju"freezei" baked beans, vegetables or fruit
gay to prepare enouoh eorra
steamed dice 01- favor to any class or group.
and
apples
baked
purees,
can
This
food for a week or ,o ahead.
-cooking and do
or triple puddings As oid over
he done by making double meal 1.-y not refreere cooked foods after the,
With these thoughts in mind, I most earnestl
one
for
needed
amount
the
require have thawed
freezing those cli,hes that
and pro- solicit your vote and support of my candidacy for
captures
free7ing
Quick
cooking—usulong preparation and
family serves the (heor and goodness Of Comlonwealth Atterney.
ally they're the kind mil.
vegetables. However. they
Are eau trAreites in your emin-wait:. imegnsa.7 Would you like
..a enhance, • small amount al
y. ux time towards the betterment
-lot your hospital! If in. plan to
attend the first meeting of the
Murray H spital Auxiliary Tuesday
afternoon, Putt 28 at 3 o'clock
on the lawn of the Murray Huspital.

Today's Games

•
d Through Year Is
tine
Freezer
eep
Advice Offered By Home Economists

s

4

4

ft.

9

•

LEDGER & TIMES OFFICE SUPPLIES
"George knows Sas rood with his eyes blindfolded."

-ii. . .414
am*

don't
enjoys so much but whic,you
as
get around to serving as often
desired
Yoe can freeze either baked or unbaked goodie Cookies, quick breads
and pies are particularly satisfactory
for freering. As a role, baked produets keep longer in the I reeler However, many folks piefer to freeze
pies, saying that they seem
O
unboed
In taste fresher when baked after
ato zirg flute are oiooloriegestions•
in lard.
be careful of any off

avor

fresh
should be carefully selected. processed and placed in the freezer withie
two hours after they Come from the
garden If you "grow your own'
gather your 'freezer" vegetables Ile
the cool of the morning. All vers.
tables, with the exception of celery
radishes and salad greens, can be
frozen successfully. Do not permit
packaged food to renlalti at room
temperature any longer than Is ah
aolutely necessai y.

Respectfully,
•
JAMES M. LASSITER
•

stridlklar-`
•
•••-
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stmelos"
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coey F,

23,

Akg)JITIsIn 22, 1955

ti" or • Lady
long 'career
ut swashbucklei, and, lownv.it in Hollyitictures.
lir-time cheeselau.-een quietly
lose

costume,

MR !LEDGER; AND TIS,. MTJRaAY. • KktIsTi,li6C4

And

4 'Merit to
eilows) !*earn Plant,
gt..1 *t A abart4
for an outs I:.
Pgoe
Sfety rec
dieing 1954.
•'
.
*,
I
An estimated 886,900 visits were
made to TVA dams and ste•tra
plants during May, TVA said today.
This iebrelsenteld' ass' ifterease • tit
nearly
over A il, and'624900
ever M4 9f last yq .
I, V.
,Leucky
Dam led the Hs with
nt
an estimated 190,000 ,visits; Fontana
Dam was seccoci WIth;94,300;
arnauga Dam ..9aS third with
AG. '
Others:
Pickwick Landing Dam 81'.31:10;
Norris Mtn 130,600t. -eherokee Endre"
36.100; Fort Leudcun Darn 34.009,,,i
South Rofston Darn 31.600; Gen:
tersvillt, Dann 31.160; Fort Patrick
Dam 26.800: Watauga arm
25.700; Boone Dam 24,700; Watts
Bar Dam 24,640; . Hales Bar Darn
13.300; Wheeler Dim 10,900; Kingston Steam Plant .8800; Wilson
Dam 7,600; Hiwassee Dam 5.000;
John Sevier Steam Plant 1.90U;
Widows
Steam Plant 3,200;
Johnsonville Stearn Plant 2.7"
Gallatin Steam Plant 2,300; Cclbert
Stain Plant 1,200; Shawnee Steam
Plant 160.

Courteous Service
US

We Meet All Competitive Prices
.
_.
On Same Quality Food

TVA reported Hada, that ,durilig
the 12 months ending on April
30 nearly 11,200.000 tons of coal
were received at TVA steam plants
and rail-river transfer points., •
The coal was delivered, by the
following methods: Truck, 839,943
tons: barge, 1.436,078 tons; rail,
8,912,539 tons. Of the amount delivered by rail 2,578,706 tons were
received at rpil-river transfer ter'annals for movement beyond by
barge. Most of this tonnage was
transferred at Grand Rivers, Kentucky. near Kentucky
TVA said that -substantial increase can be expected in rail
delivery- during the 12 months
added that
facilities for receiving coal by
rail at the Colbert Steam Plant,
north Alabama, and the start of
operations at the Jcbn Sevier Stearn
Plant, near Rogersville, Tennassee.
and the Gallatin Steam Plrmt, at
Gallatin. Tennessee, together with
completion of additional units at
other steam plants, will contribete
to the increased rail movement of
TVA fish and game technicians
coal.
rep;rt greater than usual griwth
- . - of plankton in Norris Lake this
The National Safety Council's year due. they beliew, to the
Award of Honor has been given spring flooding cf large amounts
TVA's Colbert Steam Plant, north of vegetation. The technicians exAlabama. for °outstanding safety plained that plankton is the basic
performance. The award was giv•n toed supply for fish, and, a pioatiful
for develcping, during 1954, injury supply insures gre'ater survivil for
frequency and severity rates signififish.
cantly below plant's "par" rate.
The biologists said that as the
which is ascertained by averaging flooded plant life decays, wat. •
the plant's experience for prior fertility increases and the
years with the industry group is set fcr rapid% plankton growth
average for the years 1951-53. Th., Plankton can either be microscopic
Council also has given the Awara animal or vegetable matter;
-

Dam.

;
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PRICED BEL
a_ YEAR

HUMPHREY'S
FOOD MARKET

fl arrival LA
mgon in San
rgi teas MIN
rigs to -The
those in the
cooperation
first
Scrinuipholo)
-

Creek

PHONE 189

'WHEAT FARMERS
Will Pay Highest Market Price
For Milling Wheat
tS

ANN

una Fish (Wmig)CAld
GRAPE,
ELDERBERRY.
CRAB APPLE.

Jellies

GLASS

QUINCE

Apple Sauce
Beverages
Grapefruit Juice BAR,::.
Orange Juice XL
Pork Beans
Flour
Stuffed Olives
Tomato Soup
Crackers
Peanut Butter

4

CLUBYUKON

14-02.
CANS

PLUS
I DOT. DEP,

tion's

4
A

Lynn Grove, Ky.

solved
engines are
the automotive pow er ig-^•• et the future.

ANN PAGE IN
DECORATED GLASS

odern n FOR YOUR JOB!

MOST

QUART
BOTTLE

G-OZ.
BOX

1-1.14
BOX

I-0Z.
CAN

yr

Now new Chevrolet Task-Force trucks

BORE 3 75

bring you the industry's most modern
VIrk engines with an ultra-short
stroke for longer life-plus all
these great advances.

Nobs Ihot G. be.. is
bigger Rion the slrotel

Modern 12-volt
electrical system
You get double the punch
for quicker starting and more
efficient ignition plus a
rreater electrical reserve.

New aircraft-type
valves
Each valve functions independently-as in modern aircraft engines. Valve action
is more positive.

Gas-saving
high-compression ratio
With a high 7.5 to I compression ratio, Chevrolet's
new V8 truck engines squeeze
ttra power oute,:pf every

•

Linkful

t earnestly
ndidacy for

Floating oil intake.
full-pressure lubrication
Intake selects the cleanest
oil for full-pressure engine
lubrication.
•VII standard in the new 1..0 F 'r,

of gas.

an ertra-cost option in all other
models except Forward-(ontrol.

Pr,*

NEW CHEVROLET

Task•Foree TRUCKS

SMOKED -4 to

A&P'S USUAL
FINE QUALITY

LB.

1

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
504 Maple St.

Phone 97

8 LB. AVERAGE

49' Picnics

39,

.HOLE 9R
W
prIGE11

4i7ifs )____L5 43'

ARMOUR! STA*
BONELESS

$275

____5

sasUCPERsHR01GuHLTDEH
UT

LB

lb.

35'
39c

•
A
Ocean Fish
Fried
.
•
Fried Fish Sticks
Josi!:
Haddock Fil1eti n="nt
DRESSIETt
WHITING

/

,

1 12.,

LBS.

HADDOCK
OR COD

7

LB.
f, 10 OZ $ •oo

HEAT

k4(i i

I.e.

P49.4

't'

otatoes u
Niblets.Corn
Lib‘;ys FBOALY

N°. 1
S

ozi 29'
5
47'

WHC?&LFCE10

JARS

Waxtex Wax Paper

100-FT.
ROLL

21'

Sweetheart Soap 3:Ns 26' 2BIAGRs 25'
2
Mexicorn Niblets
29'
R
„

CHOPPED

STRAINED

( 2...5290 )

47'

5

1 ARS

Cashmere Bouquer';')LAV'e_2:11: 25'
PaFiliolive Soap 3,3W5 26' 2 OATH 25'
Dreft Detergent
Breeze Detergent

I.G
PKG

30'

PKG.

31'

GIANT
PKG.

72'

GIANT
PKG.

75'

Efebuoy Soap _2 V,TIF4 27'3

BIM

28'

Lux Liquid Detergent 'tN37'2N,1 65'

•

VAL-MIME

Green Beans 2Bs
CALIFORNIA
452 SIZE

Lemons
Limes
slow &wash )
Tomatoes
Calavos
Yellow Onions

DOZ.

Northern Tissue

3
3

BARS

ROLLS

26'

2

6

CANS
1 LB

Sliced Beef with Gravy
Sliced Pork with Gravy
Saury Steak with Gravy ___

2929'

C
LA4
TUNr
4 39

CALIFORNIA
SALAD PEARS

NEW
TEXAS

ot LB CELLO
SAG

,o

10'

••
in' •

A

rbe

DAIRY MONTH VALUES!

RP
Cheddar Cheese 59'
lb.

Swiss Cheese
Butter

DOMESTIC

SILVERBROOE

LB.

FRESH
CREAMERY

I
ROLL

Ryan Milk

594
59"

.1'2: Gal 41c.

Mild Cheddar Cheese
NE PARKER -

S.

•

45.f L

FRESH

REG.49c VALUE

blackberry Pie

air,

Ea.'

:•

Fudge, Devils Food or Cocoanut Cold l'eg' 590
IANE
PARKER "
49C

Layer Cake

Brown 'N Serve Twin Rolls
Danish Filled Ring
Cookies
White Bread

PEG
OF 12

_

19°

REM
Ifc YAL

2 p... 45'

RAISIN
°t-D O
rA
R8
0
14A1°
TM
N ED
AL

JA
20N0
Ez.
PARKER
17

STILL
ONLY

25' Oxydol DETERGENT
304
73' Tide Detergent..k?
p

Perk Dog Food

ision!7-

2 for 15c

PEAK
BRAND

A
PjF.KE
ER

REGULAR
SIZE

25c

FLORIDA
150
PERSIAN
SIZE
•- _•-•

Choc.

Camay Soap

4.•

E01 U

HEAT
k EAT

CAP N

t

•
s e.,c$511A,-.

CALIFORNIA LONG WHITE

7
c
I/

GIANT 720
PKG. /

GIANT 720
.30' PKG.

All Prices In This Ad Effective Thru Saturdays Tune 25

KREY CANNED MEATS

Year after year, America's best selling truck?

1-LB.
CAN

Beef Chuck Roast.3

Gerbers

MOP.

tJ

SUPER RIGHT QUALITY - BLADE CUT

12 OZ
CANS

NOW...THE SHORTEST STROKE
-;• IN ANY LEADING TRUCK!

1-LB.
CTIES.
111-02
CkIlli

11 OZ.
TUMBLER

STRAINED

•

111-00.
CANS

- 10-07CANS

E LACK

•

1-LB.
,PZG.

REF. J

ANN PAGE

•

111-02.
CA14

ELME. GOOD

Corpora-

look closely

•11-01.
CAN

IONA

Beef Liver

Lynn Grove Milling Co.

ive. of calthe son of
.len Wells
wife is the
y„. More
;laughter of
E. Wind,: I receivand high
in Murray
Aillege and
f ICtkatucky.
four years
which time
Theater. I
graduation
o the State
Dtriet•
,ture iii tbe

SITER

ARM011/1S 1 ' '

/
1
2-LB.
PEG.

SUNSAVIE
HI HO

Veal Roast
Motorist.' in Detroit and its suburbs are seeing Chrysler
"Turbine Special" for the first time on city streets, but they
leave to
t• detect ane exterior distinctiorte from current
Plymouth cars with conientIonal eagines. The( hrysler experimental
gas turbine engine is the first to successfully power a production
type passenger car and the firia to solve the lorig-etanding, ga•
turbine problems of high fuel coa-umption and treneendons eftbstlet
beat. The gas turbine engine is being test-driven on city streets and
at the Chrysler Engineering Proiing (;rounds in a 1931 Plymouth
Beliedere sedan. There remain many metalltireical and manufacturing problems to be
if gas turbine
to become

.1

EOSHER STYLI
'

e

y

•

'edi.

44 OZ.
CAN I

SULTANA
LARGE OR IIMALL

Stewing Hens
Canned Picnics

LYNN GROVE BEST FLOUR

Cro.lc.ker pk g. I
:,
Whit.. Yellow. Devils Food
%I ••

1

SUNNYFIELD
PLAIN

PAN READY
FOWL

of

„
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_..Circle 11' Of W111S
Meets In The Home
Of Mrs.
, McDaniel

Ii

Wesdisewisig, Jane 22
The Paris Rued Homemakers
The Dexter Homemakers, Club Chlb will meet with Mo. Alice
rnfet wttilt Mrs. A. V. Reeves Steely at one-thirty o'clock.
+thirty o'clock
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Mr. arid Mrs Cleatus Dodd lind
son of 'Detroit, Mich., and Nis/
Circle rv Ot the WOman's Mis- Arm Shroat erristed in Muni* on
sionary Society of the First Bap- Sunday and are 'the guests of ste.
tist Church met in the lovely and Mil. Charlie Shruat.
country home of Mn.,Radon Mc• • • •
Daniel on Tuesday. June 14, at
Miss Anna Lois McKeel of Detwo-thirty o'clock in the afternoon.
-Stewardship- was the subject troit, Mich. arrived Saturday for
a tw_o weeids visit with her grandf the program presented by Mrs.
mother, Mrs. Billy McKeel.
L. L. Downs and Mrs. E. C. Par• • •1
ker. Mrs. Ruth i3rown, chairmar.
a
of the circle. gave the devotion
Mr. Reason McKeel and daughand Mrs. N. C. Bucy led in pray- ter, Kay, of Bowling Green were
er.
week-end
guetss of Mrs. Billy
Delicious refreshments were ser- McKee', Mr
Mcireel returned
ved buffet stsle from the beauti- home Monday. but Miss McKeel
fully appointed dining room 'fable. will spend the week here.
The ladies enjoyed seeing the spa• • • •
cious yard and the variety M
Mr and Mrs. Mason McKeal of
flowers of the hostess
Detroit. Mich.,, were recent WhitFourteen persons were present.
ors in Murrat. Mrs. McKeell - remained in Murray to do graduate
work a; Murray State College.
• • • •
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Homekiakers
The Lynn Grove
East Hazel Meeting Club will meet wi,th Mrs.. Jim
Held In. Tile 'Home ' ski" al'4"-e•:thfrtY
.
• • b'etc'ek•
Murray Otar chapter No. 433
Of. Mrs. Jess Hale

11

11

•
•
Miss Marilyn Eli.z.Sbetli Neal
•
•!,
Lynn W. Seal of Paducah. Star Route,
Mr. and'
r;
announce
entallealinit and attproaching marriage of
F
their daugh er. Marilyn Elizabeth, to Mr. Paul Wilson
Jordan.
f ,Mr. and Mrs.:. Gregory Jordan of Mowed
aqua Jilin*
b
Miss Ne 1 a graduate of Tilghman High School, is
now St seno at Murray State College and will graduate
1, -in January, 956. he is a member of Sigma Alpha Iota,
professional
fratt•rnit‘ for women. Sigma Sigma
•-orogity.• the a vappella choir. and the NI• Sigma FOC
• vace Flub
.. •
•
Mr. Jo
n grathiated from Murray State College in
January. 19 5. White- t Murray. he was op the football,
and
trac k."sebalt team,41ea-1 a member of' the "M"
ita 41Rhat etselal fratarnity. After gradir,
Club and
tiOft, he coil hed and taught at Marisa* High Seth),
Marissa.
Aug •t wedding
ieing planne;1.

son
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An

Ruth Houston were lurstesSek for sey op Mlle? 'Avenue was t
the Upchurch - Shelby weddleg scene f the meeting of the Womparty for the rehearsal dinner holed an's 4ci.Wfra of, the collage,,
Olive Presbyherian Chmrch held .Thurse4
at toe Morris hqtuen
June elni . day. June la, •fit seven-thirty o'.
Street on Friday
The bride's eofprs, pink turd clock n the evening.
atma, were used la the decora- , Mrs. W. D1 'At;selibacher, pre*
tions for the borne. Mrs. Morris dent, presided at .the meeting. The,
apd Mies Houetun are aunts of minutes were read by the secrethe bride, Miss, Eilzabetis Fay Up- 417 and the treasurer's report
church, 'who were 'a *ton satin vhas given.
Mrs. C. B. Crawford was the
dress of green design on a white
eaker and gave a most interestbackground. Beth Was Upchurch
mid , the brpegrobrri... Kr. 'Charles ing and inspirational talk on the
P. Shelby, presented gifts to thear subject, -vie Glorious Calling"
attendants.
Miss Retina SUnteri PrograMdhair.
man, introduced the speaker.
A delicious dinner wag served
The hostels •sek•est refreshmenak
buffet style. T.,hose ere-merit were to those present.
s 1
Ahelby, Mr.
Miss I Uperhurcti.
•
•
•
•
n and daughlind Mrs. Jack
ter, Betsy, Oak Ridge, Tenn.; Miss
Plan' now '
to' he; cligitze 'the
George Ann Upchurch, Mr. and
Murrag Hospital Auxiliary at the
Betty
atias
Wyman.
Judnin
Mrs.
first nteeting on Tuesday, June 28
Jo Wyman, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
at 3 ,o'clock on -the hturrernosp.a
Houston and MT. Bill Houston, lawn.
Dallas, Texas, Mrs. Walter 4,a1mot,
Ban Antonio, Team; MSS Cohnie
Vfaliseir. FUrt
Waype, Ind, Mr.
HEAVlit Mir
and Mrs. ;pe M. Vard,
Tenn.: Mr. and Mrs. George Upchurch, Mr. Dan &Az. Mr. and
NORTH ULATflit Neb. —
Mrs. Harry Harnpsher, Miss Lil- —The trucker was tined
$104 in
Watters.
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Paul
lian
Lincoln County auurt—tme he liad
T. Lyles, and the hostesses.
*to admit that Igicel of&)ala ofige
•
• • •
cc oPeretive. the man WM arrested
for oyerwelght at noun en g
Thousands of communities all day when 'county °Vices Normally
over the Un:ted states have hos- knock off for the week end
But
pital
Irtmling a helping the ofhcials agreed to Stay open a
eerdsholP
hand onthnet
a
bit 'I( dger man
rhe
"'a
nus
'. pital suxit- trucker a break becaase of
car,
carga—a load of fresh fiih.

1

Orciet of the Eastern Star will
I A 'study ai tbie Ili
isemilea.
all- the hold its regular meeting at the
heart was made by the East Hazel maarac lull dl.eiglit"
jock .
Homemakers Club when they met.
•
•
•
•
with Mrs. Jess Hale, Wednesday
afternoon, June 15.
rs. Rbert
o
Craig arid
Mrs.
t Craig gave talks and led a
discussion on the nature of the
different diseases and some of the
Mrs. Claude Miller opened ,her
prrv
hie measures to be taken
em aoid cr correct these defeets home on south Sixth Street for
the meeting of tize Ann Hasseltine
of the. heart
Mr. R. L. Octoper showed a tali class of the . Memorial Baptist
which effectiiitly inlipissed upon Church held Monday, June 13, rii
the group the, resear.c
that has keen-thirty o'clock in the evenbeen, ,rnade and the possibilities ing.
The meiting was opened with
if new"diScoveries to help to under:Aand and care for the heart the reading of POOITOO 98 followed
The Young Women's Class of the so that one might live to an old with prayer by Mrs. Joyce Byrd,
First Baptist Church held a fam- age
clam teacher.
ily picnic at the City Park on
Mrs. John Wafers, president, pre*ea. Edd Alton was appointed
Monday. June 20, at six-thirty o'- chairman of the Book Drive for sided. Mrs. Clautie. Miller. assisclock in the evening.
the club and each family was Bik- tant secretary, read the minutes
Dr Castle Parker was the de- ed to give one worthwhile book rif the May meting in .the abvotional speaker for the evening 44.. lids drive. Mrs Alton reacting sence of the Seeetary. Mrs. Ruth
and gave a molt interesting and chaiiman. reported that the memu- Washburn, who it visiting relativInspiring talk Games were directclub had read twenty- es in Detreit. Mich.
if
ed' by 'Mr Ray BrowrItteld.
The house was daeorated with
live. hooks during the past three
Mrs James Brohn,
an arrangement of flowers in mixntor.the.
dkst. presided at the meeting. The . P111115 were made to hold the ed colors in a male glass stand
theme of the class ',for the month .annual picnic int the Murray Park in the living room' and an arweeks ago, I- stated
of ifune was "the faintly that prays on Sitterday. July 9, at seven-thir; rangement in -a low bowl on the
papers,
that
I would be a candidate for the
together stays together.dining room table.
ty ,;elock in the evening.
office of
A delicious picnic supper was 'The meeting in. September will
An hour of fellowship. was en- Circuit Judge of
the
Forty
-Second
Judicial
Distirct
served to the members and their be held with Mrs. Howard Kelso. joyed during which th4 hostess
families. Members in charge of All Member* are urged to attend setved a skad course to the Mem- of Kentucky, composed of the counties of
Calloway,
the arrangements were Airs. Glen arid 'abating ore invited
bers prese4t
Livingston and Mar-- hall, and that my official anHodges, Mrs. W H. Sokknon. Mrs.,

Mrs. Claude Miller
Hostess For Ann
Hasseltine Meeting

Ht

South .1Iurray Club
Has Meet In Home
Mrs. Albert Parker Family Picnic Held
Mrs Albert Parker was hostnls! By Young Womiu's
for the
meeting of the South Class On Monday
Murray
Homemakers Club held

a

Mrs. Mavi Morris Presbyterian Group
Mavis:
• 'Motes and Miss The hopae sf Pinto witrileii Lind_
Mrs.

Thursday. June 9, at her home ots
North Seventeenth Street
An inspiring devotion was given
by Mrs. E C Jones to begin the
afternoon program Mr R. L. Cooper showed an educktional film on
-Care of the Heart': A report on
the immunization of children was
given
Plans were dis
-cussed concerning
the family picnic to be held at
the City Park Thursday, July 7,
at six -thirty o'clock in the evening Girls and boys • of the 4-H
clubs are to be, invited.
The group approved the selection of officers for the new club
year with Mrs. Henry Hargis as
prestdeet
A social hour was enjoyed by
the fifteen members and one visi- , Howell Thurikan, Mrs. Janke/buntor, Mrs. B H. Beaman.
fey. and Mrs A G. putland•
:
-------- "

fhinking Abut Raising Siete,'
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Announcement
Several

•

•

'MAKE A CHAISII.LOPIIGUE
II;S , 1
"1 0 A whOel-laerrIli e I a yak head screws. Attateh &lift
.1 • kingue far thil hien is easy to rest to the frame with strong
butt hinges,
move into sut or shade.
Tka Itame sit and. of l4
With the back rest in bort* 6-ireh lumber (finished :mast position, thread 5,16I-1/16 kr 154). Hark or the Inch manila rope through the
kindle* and back reaViln awe holes as on a loom, weaving it
80-incia lengths. Before aswy to form • mesh.
The wheels are t inehes
int out, the shapes, bort bilkd with, a sate or
'illeb tefe Asks, sfsiced eigelf, thick, sh
about 4 inches apart,.'
lathe.
e dowel hide is seThe end frame members are cured in lace with screws.
40 tnehrs long,- cestemeee benne —Piere ashers on each sick
ripped to make the end of the of the wheels, and bore a small
Mel rest. The legs are of 2 hole throtigh the ends of the
by 6-ineb lumber, shaped as axle for totter pins.
shown.
A foam rubber or other
A...OW, the lekrs and trametleaterproof pad completes the
*sire give and Ng. 10 round• ctisice longue.
.•
lees •Ct.ES

I
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. Cowtrs Grow Fastest
From! Garden-Spwn Seed

through the news.4

nOuncerhent tvotild appear

iiERE'S HOW?..
•

it Can Be Profitable, Research Indicates

I

ir

4

later' date. My

papers has*

passed and no

other candidate has

filed for this

nation as the Democratic

will not be voted for at, the August priniary. However, my name

will 1.:ppear on the

ballot at
•

geireral election in November.

the

I am very grateful to the people of this area for.
the many favors I have received in

the past,

6+

both

official and professional. April 6th of next year will
be.

the

50th

arniversory of my

entering the legal

profession. It was Oh April 6, 1906. that I received
my license tc practice law. During this half century

and I belie%e I

Ise

nomi-

nominee and this office

aried experiences that have

been of much value tr, me in the office- /

4.2

of

office, I haNe; now mceived my certificate

I have had m:iny and

21

at a

declaration of candidacy has teen duly filed, and
since the time for filing
declaration ,

nnIr hold,.

am still young enough in my ideals
'

tine.

to meet the i apidly changing cunditions
.of"
Shown abo•e itsi,, catslest sort of lamb brooder—owe lamp (until listasse
ressierved) located in renter of pen. "Mother and daughter" are doing ern.
iltri MILLER
Perm ElectrOcatton Bureau
Plants uhirli 'Stature where their seed k Sown Rol, in ore quickly
If you're thinking about the possithan these which suffer the sel-back ihse to transpbustg.
bility of raising sheep. talc summer
or early fall are the best times to
Techr..T.t- II br sowir,g seed
4s if net in ,mis. African daisies,
start. says the U :3 Department of
rect
tr
nern are the earns which like hot van and dry %viralAgriculture 'Research shows that
for &. 's als for vegetaldgm
et, are up gi 15 days and bring
sheep
are Lringing added income to
to
the garden culors arhach no
To r7Oh' I specimen floilet
wary small and medium-sized farms
for use
zrtangements, or cc 'Istimr flowers duplicate, includSheep may be raised in all areas
petit:
f.dwer sivias there is int white daisies that glisten like
of the country, except those where
no t „ te,„ to grow them!white enamel, and unusual
land
is Wet or swampy. The cheapin ro.'
....fit feeding. eagles.' orange tones. Annual pinks. ill
est and bast feed for sheep is pasture
non. ond v Agation such as you di's' are far more beaUld'ul
or sown forage crops It should not
1than the hardy pinks, and bear
give V'.
01ei.
be necessary to teed • ewe and her
their Sowers all summer.
r.
..mrs a r." trim"
Iamb mere than 100 pounds of grain
her:.
r ;laded at f ,cal mints i HolichrlriUml. or straw Nesa year. Changing grazing ground fretor
dr cc,ral.ou. the era. are nit only useful for winquently is necessary This can be
prnt ,cn. cf irerri-g
rruieb the.lter- terbeuels. The immrayed vandone by mo%ing the flock from one
&err e as sAring viptables
i
in etses have colors that Sill stand
section of perrnaeent pasture to anout in ary garden minting, or
other by meens of • portable fencing
.
puirati summer flower %trance:tient.
program
•
a mass of bright red is dethan soil. cover!
• .e
Studies show that • flock of GO
•,.tg foil.. 'and so/
1
40 sired as a contrasting backewes and 2 rams may be expected
itaring. 1 rrour.d. or accent In the border.
1At
to return $1200 annually Of this,
p.rous the 1955 All America celosia
•
$864 is estimated from the ale of
acgiover
er:
ut Toreador will serve well Celolambs, $84. from the isle of gulled
net toe erri keepinge
sod, litUa take 30 days SO gerhdriate,
rues, and $364 from fleece., Returns
are based on an anticipated crop of
ge '!--1241111..
AIPTC Lblif they not only provick calm
in
masses
h
mdl summer. trut can
f. 72 lambs, with 80 of them mid at
4
dried, for winter basquets.
SO pounds each for It cents • pound.
Also, it presupposes that the farmer
IS
4
sal
e•i.
garden ihuidd how.
• ,
will get 68 fleeces. averaging 10
;grin: flowers.
oat fragrant
pounds. and that he will sell them
of um annuals is th sweet tobacfaabout 55 cents a pound Actually.
▪ •••
c4 'Me' old mittiety nirtitiana
. a roan
- manta is the most frkgrant:'''Sorne
.eiy •
fr.
si• •
al the inapruvad verseties have
a
P- at, fir lost ITIJCft of rhea perhu4e.s•It
•
did. takes 30 dant to germinate, but
• -t
•
and
om failiatir appear. arid Dow'
cast t.r. a
maturity.The tubular filters
raked into .tl' •••
3;,,ti as lose in midday. but open as
Th..nriihg out
tevenieg approaches, and emu
impertant as
crreAded plan
cannot th:r., their rich perfume.
l'larits st.948 never be close
Mignonette 18 days, must be
enougn :to toue each other. lin- *Mem direct a the gardem bey filature. *tea katue It 'resents trarkplantialls
* they are
branches may !II was a favorite in gralidnussi,
Si& spreadin
form a canopfr f beahy through er's day and still contributes !ten
which no soil can tie :ern.
fragraue to gardens; and to
All annual tow ars can ,be L bouquets in Vitucli,it is used.
ehirt
elreet S ▪ n steel, 'Near a. terrace or patio, algrown from
germinat,
Mit those
. ways grow white rnoonflowers. To
ly require engird patcenc'n There itatch its huge white blossoms
Is no reason to confine your cf- 'lieu shortly after sunset will
forts to the, test gtrri.1:.tt.r.t.: nter.ain any group of friends.
kinds, hoo mikrt Ma
of the The large bads ready to open
most beautit finds ta e only a se easily spotted in advance
ear.
few days lee et to a
the performance lasts about
garden c'J rektions errninete
If an hour. While moonflower
surpass the ?ler- blossoms are larger than any
in 100thiys a
lats' csraanv
,Ecaormais alasiaa.
By

141

Bill
Oal
Wc
Tht
Kt,

W(

imm•

the 10-year average price for fleeces
amounts to 522 cents a pound —
slightly lower than that given :n the
study.
Of course, sheep pose some problems, as do all livestock One of nes
hardest is the prevention of chilling
of new born or very young lambs—
an obstacle to early lambing hi cold
climates. To cope with this situation,,
many farmers follow the recommeadation' of top agricultilsral ens:fleets
and brood electrically.
Lamb brooders may censist only
of one or more 250-watt Infr••ed
heat lamps located Over the center
of • 5•5-foicit pen. Lights should be
placed In deep reflectors Of purchased
as complete units. Locate them at
least 42 inches above the litter Electricity used amounts to around 6 kwh
for • 24-hour day. Lambs must not
be separated from ewes. since
"mother-love- is a very flekle
in sheep
Oregon farmers use a novel type
of b.-ceder and feeder arrangement
stitch works well. They build a teed
trough into the heck of the pen, locating it about 3142 feet abuse the
ground. A well-protected heat lamp
is placed under the floor of the trough
to warm the enclosed space below
This bettenes the brooder The trougn
Is used to hold feed and water for
the ewe
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If I am elected to this '
office next Noveltiberr, I can

-1 2a-i.e
aotol'(vØs'v
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only prornist so use such abilities as I have obtained
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through Oucation, training and
ces in

administering justice

with the
11044414411. 4•14444444

personal

without
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An interest in

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
ere is, a warm. human story, reminiscent of "A
Man ('ailed Peter". We heartily recommend that you
e thin. picture. If you do not find it thorotighl
joyable, with both your time and money having
n well spent, just ask for me on the way out of
e theatre, and your money will be chllierfully setreed.
After see?ng "REACHING FROM
HEAVEN", we
,hirlieve you %ea) agree w4th the editor of the Jackson,
lTinn., newspaper-4'/10 wrote. "The best, motion picture to be shown in Jackson this year is that entitled
"REACHING FROM HEAVEN".
Frank Lancaster, Mgr.
- Varsity Theatre

'PEACIIING

offices

by

all good citizens

is the safe guard of our democracy. No Judge should
degrade. his office by low scrambles

for the

preferment of himself or others. One ascending to

p.trty ioyalty. He should be considerconvenience of litigants and members nf

prejudice an.,
ate of the

the liar lima loudness becomes antagonistic to his
duty. He should be iegardful of evOry partieular
case before
genefal

him,
,but he

public

"He should

4

e , should

must not forget that

know no fear but the

fear a God

fr.e1 no love but the love of truth;
; He.

Should have run ambition but to walk

tore

pprjghtly be-w

men with unsoiled honor and blameless life."

These arc my ideals of a Judge. Like all humans.

to keep. Tying t(, do the best I

4 can
can.

Again thanking you for all

only, promi:-c

pa:4t fevers/end

set'l -

ing a continuation of your goizid will.

TWO BIG

DAYS
lam

TODAY and FRIDAY

Very truly yours

H. H. Lovett

Al

a

.
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et.

the

is concerned with every cause.

I often fall 1•hort of my ideals.

A

political

'
the Judge
a bnch should strip himself 'of all bias,

A

ey F-xo

favor

-edominant desire to nia4 this'a better

place in which to live.

•

from

experien-

fear or

-7:41.,
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A• venue was
.eting of the Worn.
• of. the. collage,
sli-ct; held Thurn,fit seven -thirty o;er,ong.

kescabactter, prek
t .the meeting. The,
-ead by the secretreasurer's report
Crawford Was the
re a most intetrest. •
tional talk on the
Glorious Calling."
Aar. Pirogramdhair.
the speaker
ei-ved teftleshmenyik
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Debni305

home of Better Values
Ski or Baseball
Types in Twill, Straw
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Canvas Top
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Shorts

MEN'S

Short Sleeve

Sport Shirts
Rayons, Cotton, Nylon
and Dacron

MEN'S SWIM TRUNKS
Zip-front or elgstic waist boxer styles.
Full cut with built-in knit support, change
pocket. Quick-drying cotton gabardine.
White, maroon, ton, block, navy, royal,
burnt orange in group. S, M, L

2 98
•

$2.95

the past, both
next

GIRLS'CUFFED"BOY"SHORTS
IN FAMOUS-/AAKECSi.
Rkpulorly
1.69 'obis' Sturdy poplin!
Woven cheeks1 Twillsi All with

elasticized.
boclul Many Ionforizetrl 7-14. A. OWL
BOW, taagertrie; &Red. AIM, white, blue;
C. Tangerine, block, blue, gold

MEN'S

f this area for1

Aes'td

Summer Hats

Children's

Printed Cottons
Lijht or Dark Shades
Panama or Milan Straws

Size 3-6
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s half century
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!Er

Size 3-6

Sun Dresses

*Moa Otrinitoe• I 94
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bring the legal
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and Size 7-14
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Sport Sox

Children's

Cotton and Rayon
Pastels and Darks

Swim Suits

39c - 3 for $1N

Cotton or Lastex
Sizes 2-14
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REVERSIBLE SWIM TRUNKS
Newest idea in men's swimwearl Clan
plaid on one side, cotton poplin on the
other' Zips down the side! Choice of char•
cool, cognac, blue. Actually two suits in
and I Sizes 28 to

3.98

the
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fear Of God;
of truth: He
!IPrightfy be-0

armless life."
ce all humans,

MEN'S

White

Sandals and

8 COLORS! corrak TWILL,
MISSES' CUFFED SHORTS
lilac, block, nary! Pink, blue, red! Tur- t198
quoise, white! One the clossic "boy" cut,
the other short.shortl Both zippered for
obrfkt fit. 10-20

ASSORTED COLORS

MEN'S

COTTON

Wlsite - Tan - Red

LADIES'

Cotton Sleeveless

ASSORTE D COLORS

$2.95

20 PIECES
Blue and Copper

$2.95

Picnic Set
Plates - Cups

$1.00
Knives

Forks

Spoons

Minimum coverage for your little 2.6'er,
when the thermometer stortslo soot I Sweet
little kiddie prints edged with eyelet embroidery. The fabric—cotton plisse!

Mult4-60;ra and Black

, $3.95 to $8.95

Picnic Baskets

White, Reds, Browns, Black

•

Blouses

Twill Bermuda

Shorts

LOOK MOM —NO
BLOOM° SHORT AND BRA SET

SANDALS & PLAY SHOES $1.98-5.95

LADIES

SWIM SUITS

Pla% Shoes
$198 to $49$

LADIES WEDGES or FLATS

COTTON TWILL CUFFED SHORTS
$1.98
SIZES 12-20

,t+rslind s

veil

LADIES COTTON SUNDRESSES
$8.95 and $10.95
LADIES

Heavy Reinforced
Rib Neck Bands

only, nronnA'
'

uly youts

SIZE 9-15

SOLIDS and PRINTS

Children's

TERRY CLOTH

Bead'Coats
$2.95

Swim Caps
WHITE & COLORS

Solid and Printed

Cotton Skirts Sun Dresses
ASS'TD COLORS
SIZES 9-15

Sizes 32-38

$1•00

A
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Many Things
Are Odd In
Washington

atue.-Av
•sb pICK
FoR‘56

nuisance to the hotels. The Willard
Hotel, fur one, has started Using
foam pillows. The same hotel his
,started to weld room numbers
oi2 the doors some kids bring
ov
&long their own screw driven
to take home a souvenir if room
numbers aren't welded on.

By IIAIRMAN W. NICHOLS
t'nited Press Staff Cerrespeadent
•
WASHINGTON i — Same odd
i..
Washington.
thing about
Better [141113
For one thing, some 2.000 rented
dress suits, .dinner coats, and cutBy ItAN AtN
aways are In constant circulation
..-auslii4Poin the capital.
This business is better in 'the
winter. But in the summer, tome
CHEESE CHEESE CHEESE
benstors and congressmen. who
Take a tip from an English
are not used to dressing for an gourmet, Ernest Oldmeadow, who
evening out, rent the summer said. -The only way to learn
suits. A white coat, black pants. about cheese is to eat it."
This delightful lesson on food
and • soft sh:rt with studs, and
could last for
otroation
a
even
phony
Ishoes and
more than a
year. Believe it
for the buttonhole if necessary.
not, there are
or
The price per coat, shoes or collar
more than 400
oans for whatever the traffic will
different varibear A coat, may be $5 for the
eties of some 18
:everung. returned in the •m A
types of cheese
whole suit double that price With
in the United
States.
the flower pitched in if you return
The most popit in the morning with coat, pants,
ular of a 1 1 of
arid studs.
V10E PRESIDENT Richard M. Nixon (arrow) is mobbed by boosters at
these cheeses is the pasteurized
the
a Detroit hotel after he had addressed the biennial conventioo of
nvne wss around town when processed American.
There are even many variaYoung Republican Federation. The young politicians are carrying
outfits rented evening dresses
three
issue"
"great
the
that
said
Nixon
tions and prices of this type—
"Draft Ike and Dick for '56" signs.
government gals and atio the processed American Cheese,
continue
for
we
"Shall
be:
would
race
election
of the 1956 Presidential
back
ladies of Congress
cheese food, cheese spread and a
the Eisenhower Republican economic policies, or shall we go
new one labeled imitation cheese
(International Soundphoto)•
Went Out of itastaess
to the Truman economic potholes?*
spread.
All three went out of busineAs.
It seems that the gals would run
down to the rent people, try ioi
the pretty gowns, and run tome
and think it over. A lot of them
had been trained in the needle.
thread and sewing-rnechine hominess and many of them went
Cheese spread and cheese foe('
*treight to a dry-goods stor.. bought have less fat (and calories) but
stuff
and
frilly
showed more calcium and phosphorite
a bolt of
up at a patty with a JuXicate than cheese. The price and the
of whatever looked tood at the label tell the story for those curious enough to read the listing of
rental
ingredient&

All

Y.E
RC

Back to the men—one of the
renters has in stock, for instance,
pink shorties, like they wear In
Britian. with navy blue coats to
match and flashy sport shirts All
for $1350 for a week-end There
have been no cor.gressional takers
on this deal so far
I got a lot of other Informetion
The losely
from Eleanor Early
Eleanor is an old hand at research
on such business in the capital and
other cities
One of Elanor's favorite stories
is one about the Falser Shakesperiiin Library located near the
Supreme Court and Library of
Congress There rest the curse's of
Elizabeth One.
Twebasee At Auction
Miss Early dug up the feet that
HiwwY Clay Falter. who founded
the library, learned that the ter sets of the queen who served
•
mg Shakespeare's time were on
sale at auction_
• Politer dispatched • ruble ea.
I made a bid and before he bum
'at, be had a bunch of rare cossets
i
on his hand
long time, they were
And for
e open. As of now.
right out in
though they are underground
down in the basement of the 11! bran' with Other relief
I Every year the capital en.ertains 'some half rn.11ion kids All
of then frisky, but someday to
' grow to voting age There is pros! sure ?men the hill to be nice
AO all the young. They have
oirow fights .n hotels That 14 a

Largest teenate crop fer a even apace Is produced by
pruned and supported plants.
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U.S. CHOICE — SIZZLING
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To grow the la eat crop of side shoot are al:lowed to grew,
ven grouric all others being removed. The
tomatoes from a
be pr.me.: side shoot chosen to survive
area, the plants s.
t will boar , should not be more than 10
and staked. Each
Iris than a plai4 allowed to inches from the ground. All side
spread over the getiund. but the shoots are removed to make a
area occupied ertli prodoce a soisie stem plant. Pruning must
be done weekly.
larger orop
Single stem plants can be supA packet fence along the north.
east and west sided of a vege- ported by a strong cord stretched
a tall support of any kind,
from
table plot will enlatge the garden area perceptibly, making 3fr to an anchor on the ground near
r.ghts available for growing not the plant. Theo instead of tying
only torr.aeties, but cucumbers the plant to Its sopport as the
vile and pole lima beans, and stern grows it can oe twisted
other vine crops The pickets around the cord. which is easier
allow air to pass freely through than tying.
Tomato roots spread widely
the foLage, arid avoid mildew and
;ust beneath the soil surface, so
funguath
that cultivetom should never be
Market gardeners And that
deep enough to disturb them.
staked tomatoes give an earlier
,Some method of watering during
harvest When pruned to a single
the dry spells is necessary to
stem the plants are set twelve
obtain the best yields, and a
Inches apart, when pruned to two
mulch should be applied to the
stems they are placed 21 inches
soil near the plants if possible.
apPrt. and tests have shown that
Lack of water causes decayed
the singlestem Planting gives
spots in the fruit opposite the
earlier fruit and heavier total stem, called blossom end rot.
yield.
In planting cucumbers to climb.
The tomato plant naturally sow seeds three to six inches
starts with one central shoot or apart. close to the structure upop
leader As soon es the first blos- which they are to clamber Plant
soms have appeared, at each food is applied in a shallow
joint made by a le•f with the trench two or three inches away
stem, a branch begins to grow. from the seed, using one pint to
If these are allowed to develop. 25 feet of row. The'plants should
the typical sprawling tomato be themed out to stand • foot
bush will result.
' apart Cucumbers need lots of
To prune the plant, the side water and use up plant food
removed
are
quickly To prevent formation of
branches
or
shoots
before they are four inches long: crooked fruit in late summer.
If left to grow longer, the vigor ; an additional application of plant
of the plant is reduced. If the 'food should be made as the plants
4r. to bear, using at least one
be
...._.
plant is to be -oained- to ova
to fifty feet of row
stems, the central stem and OM , p

/
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U.S. CHOICE

Round or Sirl'oin STEAK lb. 89c

FINGER PAINTING
4
/
‘1
0

t SP EAS
FULLY AGED—MELLOW I

.

-

Everybody loves a parade and your family is probably no .seep.
ties. iiketrieving • colorful symbol for the Fourth of .1 illy erlebrs.
rab be an el:007'011e experience for the family or hiellOrbluol
with Items readily available LI the household. •
You can turn Tommy's Italy:40-i
parts of liquid starch to one
red wagon into an attractive ! two
chalk Mix liquid
float with the addition of • card. of powdered
cleansing powder In
board box and • potato chip can starch and
corresponding amounts for the
The can Is easily decorated to
Paper stars can
appear like • giant firecracker white stripes.
on. If your colors are
by covering it with finger painted be stuck
rich enough, try • soft light be.
designs on paper cutouts.
Decorating tip for your parade hind the glass to enhance the efRemember, you can just
fect
bike. Dip colored tissue paper
wash away the flag afterward
strips in Sta-Flo liquid 'Larch.
By applying to' wheels OT frame with water!
when wet, the designs you create will retain the desired shape
and stay put after drying
You'll need a flag in your window, especially if you live along
the parade route. Why not finger
paint • flag on the glass this
year' Crumble blue and red
chalk in separate containers (or
powdered tempera purchased at
Budding business tycoons. In
your school supply store). Mix
pursuit of their first ptillion. may
want to model the lemon shown
to pdvertise their stand. The
basic form is shaped from crumpled newspaper tied with string.
Cover the shape with facial tissues dipped in liquid laundry
starch. To get an attractive likeneso it may be necessary to
coat the letnon with wet tissues
several times, at least In anilata
places. Allow to dry thoroughtp
before tinting • bright yellow,
with any kind of paint,

Ali HAVil

\
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It

6 for 19c with bottles

Can

Starkist

39c

Tuna

.
Can

Puffin

.9c

Biscuits

Niblett. Corn
2 for 35c

With 10 cent& coupon

without coupon 19c

Blue PIM.

Peanut Butter
2 lb. jar 79c

2 lbs.

89c'

.

.s
4

Ice Cold

Water-Melon

25c
doz.
Lemons 29c
,
,

lello

3boxes for

Knnladp

6 pkgs.

KLEENEX*4001:4. 29c
4 For
TOILET
DELSEY* TISSUES
49c

25c

American

Cheese
lb. ,19c
Helms

Mayonnaise
I qt.

59c
box
33C

1/
4 lb. pkg. 39ti
TEA BAGS 48 count 57c

ON
JOHNS
GROCERY b4gti booctil- [Tina 11044
•

oroe""''

31b.
can
75c

FREE
Saturday Only
Ice Cream and Baloons
For The Kiddies

ottoman, OW

WASTE BASKET
OR POTATO
CHIP C.AN

FOR THE lEST SALADS

.VINEGARS

,,,lb ADEN ROYAL
..,....

Half or. Whole

Have You- Revd Today's.Classifieds

APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED

MidwestIce Cream 1/2 gal.59c

Claa.t. Au/at&

ROPE

lb. 51ell

'Pure Hog Lard 4 lbs. for 59c I Pure Ground Beef 3 lbs. 87

AIDS FOR PARADES

r

•

MORRELL BACON

Green and Gold Casserole

1411.

lb. 95e

T-BONE

Mild or sharp processed American cheese or cheese food are
especially right here, for each
melts easily and either flavor
will combine well with this delicate custard base dish.
1 pound fresh spinach
6 slices bread, buttered
3 eggs
h teaspoon salt
teaspoon mustard
91 teaspoon pepper
14 cups milk
tablespoons minced onion
1 cup grated cheese
1 tablespoou kneejuice
Heat oven to moderate (350'
F.). Wash spinach well. Plats, in
kettle with water clinging' tie
leaves. Cover tightly and 0001C
over very low heat six to MK
minutes.
Place four slices bread In bottom V greased baking dish. Beat
•ggs, seasonings and milk
together.
Pour half of
egg mixture
bread.
over
Combine oona
cheese an
spinach. Place
on bread. C u t
remaining two
slices of bread
into strips and
arrange on top
of spinach.
Add lemon juice to rernalttin
Tail mixture and pour over al
stnrid fifteen minutes. Bake.'
Let
f
orty-five minutes.
Ykid: Six servings.
e•,111.tiv

"
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Plants Grown on Fence
Increase Garden Yield

p, ists
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-THE-iik's ORIGINAL CHARTER

MACHINE-GUNNED DURING REVOLT

'Miss Cinemonde'

•

•
THE ORIGINAL United Nations Charter arrives back in San Fran.
cisco for the 10th anniversary meeting. Conveying it from plane 4
airport are Dower step) Officer Joseph Goyton and David Vaughan,
UN general services director; on ramp (from left), Virg:: de Angelis, Vaughan's assistant: Andrew W. Cordier, executive assistant
to Secretary General Dag Itammarskjokl; Bob Gros, UN commemorative session exeeutie chairman: Officer Bill Moore. The
thartrr Is &De Inland In the rectal oaf. they carry /titan's/1110mb4/

ER; 11111.DINO is pack-marked from machine gun bullets during the
street fighting and bombing in Buenos Aires during the attempted
coup to overthrow the Governmont of President Juan PC1-013. The
police estimated casualties at 33 dead and at least 1,000 injured. In a
itlonwide broadcast Peron claimed victory while blaming the Reds
(International Radiophoto)
r attacks on the Catholic churches.
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Fresh Tender

6 kg. ears 95c

White Corn
Herne Grown

bug killing power! Fresh Green Beans
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keeps killing looter than DOT

lorrnu!as used in other 'met t!cides
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az ound and try for a round trip.
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Short Shank
4 to 6 lb. Aviv.
We Slice Free

3 lbs. 87e
lb. 29e
lb. 39e

Gov't Grade 'A'
Center Cuts

39c

lb. 39e

Sugar Cured
Smoked — We Slice

J 0 W L-

lb. 23e
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May Fair
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GIVES
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PLUS:

4 roll pkg.

25e
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GROt ND BEEF
BOLOGINA
PICNIC HAMS
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.
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FRYERS
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Cut-Up
Tray Pack
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LARGE

30c
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Flour

25 lb. $145

JOY

GRAHAM

30c

CRACKERS
1 lb. 31c

Reg. Size
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(Marbles Free)
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HEINZ
BABY FOOD
29c
3 for

3 for 25c
Au

1'117

1 lb & 33e

5e

3 lb. 79c

Box

CHEER

• . vacuum
fitishness
in o bog!

Cinvors

Large 27c

rIthrrallews

10-oz. Cello
Eag

39e

CAREY SALT

43c

AIR -TIGHT
MOISTURE
t
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